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Nuclear Regulatory Commission § 20.1206 

concentration of one or more of the 
radionuclides in the mixture is not 
known, the DAC for the mixture must 
be the most restrictive DAC of any 
radionuclide in the mixture. 

(g) When a mixture of radionuclides 
in air exists, licensees may disregard 
certain radionuclides in the mixture 
if— 

(1) The licensee uses the total activ-
ity of the mixture in demonstrating 
compliance with the dose limits in 
§ 20.1201 and in complying with the 
monitoring requirements in § 20.1502(b), 
and 

(2) The concentration of any radio-
nuclide disregarded is less than 10 per-
cent of its DAC, and 

(3) The sum of these percentages for 
all of the radionuclides disregarded in 
the mixture does not exceed 30 percent. 

(h)(1) In order to calculate the com-
mitted effective dose equivalent, the li-
censee may assume that the inhalation 
of one ALI, or an exposure of 2,000 
DAC-hours, results in a committed ef-
fective dose equivalent of 5 rems (0.05 
Sv) for radionuclides that have their 
ALIs or DACs based on the committed 
effective dose equivalent. 

(2) When the ALI (and the associated 
DAC) is determined by the 
nonstochastic organ dose limit of 50 
rems (0.5 Sv), the intake of radio-
nuclides that would result in a com-
mitted effective dose equivalent of 5 
rems (0.05 Sv) (the stochastic ALI) is 
listed in parentheses in table 1 of ap-
pendix B to part 20. In this case, the li-
censee may, as a simplifying assump-
tion, use the stochastic ALIs to deter-
mine committed effective dose equiva-
lent. However, if the licensee uses the 
stochastic ALIs, the licensee must also 
demonstrate that the limit in 
§ 20.1201(a)(1)(ii) is met. 

[56 FR 23396, May 21, 1991, as amended at 60 
FR 20185, Apr. 25, 1995] 

§ 20.1205 [Reserved] 

§ 20.1206 Planned special exposures. 

A licensee may authorize an adult 
worker to receive doses in addition to 
and accounted for separately from the 
doses received under the limits speci-
fied in § 20.1201 provided that each of 
the following conditions is satisfied— 

(a) The licensee authorizes a planned 
special exposure only in an exceptional 
situation when alternatives that might 
avoid the dose estimated to result from 
the planned special exposure are un-
available or impractical. 

(b) The licensee (and employer if the 
employer is not the licensee) specifi-
cally authorizes the planned special ex-
posure, in writing, before the exposure 
occurs. 

(c) Before a planned special exposure, 
the licensee ensures that the individ-
uals involved are— 

(1) Informed of the purpose of the 
planned operation; 

(2) Informed of the estimated doses 
and associated potential risks and spe-
cific radiation levels or other condi-
tions that might be involved in per-
forming the task; and 

(3) Instructed in the measures to be 
taken to keep the dose ALARA consid-
ering other risks that may be present. 

(d) Prior to permitting an individual 
to participate in a planned special ex-
posure, the licensee ascertains prior 
doses as required by § 20.2104(b) during 
the lifetime of the individual for each 
individual involved. 

(e) Subject to § 20.1201(b), the licensee 
does not authorize a planned special 
exposure that would cause an indi-
vidual to receive a dose from all 
planned special exposures and all doses 
in excess of the limits to exceed— 

(1) The numerical values of any of 
the dose limits in § 20.1201(a) in any 
year; and 

(2) Five times the annual dose limits 
in § 20.1201(a) during the individual’s 
lifetime. 

(f) The licensee maintains records of 
the conduct of a planned special expo-
sure in accordance with § 20.2105 and 
submits a written report in accordance 
with § 20.2204. 

(g) The licensee records the best esti-
mate of the dose resulting from the 
planned special exposure in the individ-
ual’s record and informs the individual, 
in writing, of the dose within 30 days 
from the date of the planned special ex-
posure. The dose from planned special 
exposures is not to be considered in 
controlling future occupational dose of 
the individual under § 20.1201(a) but is 
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